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Mrk 421 is a high-synchrotron-peaked blazar featuring bright and persistent GeV and TeV emis-
sion. We use multi-wavelength light curves of Mrk 421 spanning 5.5 years with FACT (TeV) and
Fermi LAT (GeV) in the gamma rays, Swift BAT, Swift XRT and MAXI in the X-rays, together
with optical and radio data and investigate the physical processes driving the emission and vari-
ability. Observations by FACT are continuous and not triggered, so the source was found in a
wide range of flux states and more than 30 flares were identified from X-rays to TeV. The light
curves in TeV and X-rays feature very similar flares with rise and decay times of a few days and
zero lag, characteristic for electron processes. At least two parameters per flare, the amplitude
and the cut-off energy, are required to explain the observed variability. In addition, the GeV light
curve leads and is strongly correlated with the optical and radio light curves as expected from
SSC emitting shock propagating in a conical jet.
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1. Introduction
Mrk 421 is one of the brightest and closest high-energy-peaked blazars (z = 0.031). It features
a bright and persistent GeV and TeV emission with frequent flaring activities. Its average spec-
tral energy distribution has been fitted with different models: e.g.: one zone leptonic synchrotron
self-Compton model (SSC) [1], hadronic model where the accelerated protons cool through syn-
chrotron emission [2] or interact with the leptonic synchrotron photons to create cascade of pions
and muons, decaying in γ-rays and neutrinos [3]. Fast variations suggest, that either a shock moves
relativistically within the jet or the emission region is much smaller than the gravitational radius
[4], and is driven by the interactions between stars/clouds and the jet or by magnetic reconnections.
To the date, Mrk 421 was a target of multiple multi-wavelength campaigns [e.g. 5, 6]. During
the 2009 campaign, Mrk 421 was simultaneously observed from the radio to the TeV band for 4.5
months in the absence of a strong flare [6]. The fractional variability revealed that most variabil-
ity lies in the X-ray (Fvar = 0.5) and TeV (Fvar = 0.3) bands. A harder-when-brighter behaviour
was discovered in the X-rays. The smallest variations were observed in the radio. A positive
cross-correlation was found between X-rays and TeVs at a maximum lag of ∼5 days. No strong
correlations between optical/UV and X-rays were found.
In this paper, we report results from a MWL analysis using 5.5 years of the FACT monitoring
in the TeV band, which is ongoing for more than 7 years [7]. The observations were not triggered,
therefore unbiased, and as regular as possible taking into account observing conditions constraints.
We also used continuous radio, optical, ultraviolet, X-ray, GeV and TeV light curves obtained
quasi-simultaneously with FACT with the aim to investigate various emission models.
2. Multi-wavelength data
Data from nine different instruments was used to build the light curves spanning between
December 14, 2012 and April 18, 2018. We performed the cross-correlation, auto-correlation,
Bayesian Block and fractional variability analysis using this dataset to investigate the physical
processes responsible for the emission in all bands. During the considered period, Mrk 421 was
observed at various flux states in all bands. Flares observed from the X-rays to the TeV are narrow
enough to be identified individually (see table 1). At longer wavelength the flares become wider
and eventually overlap.
The TeV data were obtained by the First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT), which is a
3.8m imaging air Cherenkov telescope located at La Palma [8]. Since the start of data taking in
2011, the system gradually was automatized, resulting in remote operation since late July 2012 and
fully robotic operation since 2017. This allows to perform long-term regular observations of bright
TeV sources with high cadence. Due to the use of a SiPM camera and a state-of-the-art feedback
system, the telescope can operate in bright ambient light conditions [7]. A detailed description of
events reconstruction and analysis is presented in [9]. The quality checks and background sup-
pression techniques are described in [10], [11] and [12]. The energy threshold based on simulated
data is determined to be 775GeV for sources with Crab-Nebula-like spectrum and ∼860GeV for
Mrk 421 (harder spectrum).
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The Mrk 421 data in GeV γ-rays with energy 100 MeV < E < 300GeV was obtained by the
Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT)[13]. The PASS8 pipeline and Fermi Science Tool v10r0p5
package were used to process the data. The fitting model included sources from the LAT 4-year
Point Source Catalogue.
X-ray observations in the 15-50 keV band were performed by Swift/BAT. The reduction pipeline
is based on the BAT analysis software HEASOFT version 6.13 [14]. The daily light curve was built
using observational data from 29344 orbital periods or almost 5.5 years.
X-ray observations in the 0.2-10 keV band were performed by the Swift/XRT X-ray telescope
[15]. The light curve was obtained from the on-line Swift-XRT products generation tool 1, which
uses HEASOFT software version 6.22.
X-ray observation from 2 to 20 keV were performed by MAXI instrument [16]. The light
curve for Mrk 421 from MAXI is publicly available 2.
The UV observations were performed by Swift/UVOT telescope in three bands UVW1, UVM2
and UVW2 [17]. The data were reduced using on-, off-method using the HEASOFT package
version 6.24 along with UVOT CALDB version 20170922.
The V-band data from 1.54m Kuiper Telescope on Mountain Bigelow and the 2.3m Bok
Telescope on Kitt Peak were used for the monitoring [18]. Our dataset includes data from Cycle 5
to 10. The light curves are available publicly3 .
Mrk 421 observations are regularly performed in the radio by the OVRO 40 meter radio tele-
scope. Observations were performed twice per week at 15 GHz. The data are available from the
telescope archive publicly4.
3. Light curves timing and correlation analysis
Using multi-wavelength light curves, we calculated values of fractional variability, lags and
correlations between different bands, found best-fit parameters of the GeV to radio response profile.
3.1 Fractional variability
We performed the fractional variability analysis of all the light curves of Mrk 421 as pro-
posed in [19]. The uncertainties were estimated following the [20]. Using the 5.5 years of multi-
wavelength observations, we found that the lowest Fvar = 0.15 is in radio and the highest ∼1.33
in X-rays (Swift/BAT). Then the fractional variability drops to ∼0.34 for Fermi LAT and increases
to ∼0.92 in TeV making two distinctive humps in the Fvar dependency of the frequency. Previous
studies of the fractional variability were reported in [6] and [21], while having the same two hump
behaviour, the amplitude was three time lower, which likely can be explained by much shorter light
curves being used.
Two maxima of the fractional variability of Mrk 421 indicate that the high energy portions of
the two emission components are more variable than the low energy ones. This suggests that the
cutoff energies of both components are the primary source of the variability. Similarly, we verified
1http://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects/
2http://maxi.riken.jp/star_data/J1104+382/J1104+382.html
3http://james.as.arizona.edu/∼psmith/Fermi/DATA/photdata.html
4http://www.astro.caltech.edu/ovroblazars/
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that the simultaneous flux for the TeV and X-ray is well linked, underlying that a single parameter
is driving these variations.
3.2 Correlations
To investigate the connection between the emission in different bands, we calculate the cross-
correlation between all the light curves. We use DCF [22] to estimate the correlation between
irregularly sampled data. We adopted 1 day bins for most DCFs due to long light curves being
used (except when the data were more sparse). Uncertainties in DCF are in most cased underesti-
mated, so we adopted Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the lag probability. The lag uncertainty
corresponds to the standard deviation of the distribution of the lags obtained for the random subsets.
To estimate the variability timescales, we calculate the discrete auto-correlation functions from
radio to TeV. The uncertainties are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations similarly to the case
of DCFs. We find that variability time scale observed in the TeV and X-ray bands are short, ∼3
days, which is consistent with the models where emission is due to fast relativistic electron cooling.
The same quantity for the GeV Fermi LAT light curve is even smaller (. 1 day), which might be
an evidence of different parameters driving the variability in that band.
We report a strong correlation between TeV and X-ray light curves (Swift/XRT, Swift/BAT,
MAXI) (Fig. 1). We found no significant lag between TeV and X-rays, the combined lag is
(0.26 ± 0.46) days (1σ). This result is consistent with previously reported lags on more sparse
datasets [6, 23]. The cross-correlation between GeV and TeV or GeV and X-rays is weak and the
lag cannot be identified reliably.
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Figure 1: DCF cross-correlations of TeV (FACT) and X-rays (MAXI) light curves. One day binning
was used. Left: DCF values as a function of lag. Gray lines denote the 1σ uncertainties. Right: lag
distribution corresponding to the maximum DCF value.
To identify individual flares in X-rays, GeV and TeV bands, we applied the Bayesian Block
algorithm [24] to each light curve and compared the times of the flares, which in this case we define
as statistically significant block with amplitude two sigma above the previous block and duration
of at least 2 days. The false positive probability was set to 5% [24]. All flares based on the Fermi
LAT, Swift/XRT, MAXI and FACT light curves are listed in table 1. 18 of the TeV flares were
detected in the GeV and X-rays, but 4 flares in GeV band were not detected in any other high-
energy band. This indicates that particle populations with different spectra are necessary to explain
all observations.
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Table 1: List of gamma ray and X-ray flares sorted by the spectral bands in which they are detected.
Bands Number Time ranges, MJD
TeV only: 2 56689-56692, 57006-57015
GeV only: 4 56275-56284, 56291-56296, 56368-56376,
57064-57073
TeV and X-rays: 11 56441-56449, 56696-56700, 57110-57121,
57368-57379, 57385-57390, 57422-57431,
57531-57538, 57728-57753, 57770-57775,
57787-57793, 58103-58113
TeV, GeV, X-rays: 18 56317-56330, 56369-56383, 56389-56400,
56650-56670, 56751-56755, 56976-57005,
57039-57053, 57065-57070, 57091-57099,
57188-57192, 57432-57449, 57504-57511,
57545-57550, 57756-57769, 57850-57866,
58129-58142, 58162-58167, 58185-58196
The V-band and UV light curves are highly correlated with near to zero lag despite being
widely auto-correlated. Both bands are strongly and widely correlated with GeV band with 30−70
days lag. A similar result is obtained for the radio and GeV correlation, where the correlation is
wide with a lag of 40−70 days at the maximum of the DCF. On the other hand, the radio and optical
light curves are not correlated with the TeV light curve, suggesting two separate mechanisms to
dominate the production of GeV and TeV gamma rays.
3.3 GeV to radio response
Due to a strong and wide correlation of GeV and radio light curves, we attempted to reconstruct
the radio light curve as a convolution of the GeV one with a response profile (see Fig. 2). The
original and synthetic radio light curves are shown in Fig. 3. The response profile is defined by the
equations (1) and (2) of section 3.2 of [25]. We find that the profile has trise = 3 days, t f all = 7.7
days, ρ(ν) = 1.36, φ(ν) = 0.36. An additional delay ∆t = 43 days was added. Such a delay was also
introduced for 3C 273 in [26]. We can reproduce the radio light curve (χ2ν = 1.2) except a fast radio
flare near MJD 56897.
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Figure 2: GeV to radio response profile. The y axis is in arbitrary units.
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Figure 3: Synthetic radio light curve (top) derived from Fermi LAT light curve and OVRO 15GHz
radio light curve (bottom).
4. Results and conclusions
The analysis of 5.5 years long multi-wavelength light curves of Mrk 421 gives an interesting
insight into emission processes of the blazar. We report two main results:
1. Mrk 421 has the highest variability in X-rays and in the TeV band. 95% of the short X-ray
and TeV flares are coincident. The TeV light curve is strongly correlated with X-rays with
no significant lag ((0.26±0.46) days (1σ)).
2. The radio light curve can be reproduced by convolving the GeV light curve with a fast rise
and a slow decay response profile with a delay of ∼43 days.
The fractional variability of Mrk 421 and the correlated TeV and X-ray emission indicate that
the main source of variability is dominated by a synchronous change of the cutoff energies of the
low and high-energy components.
The radio emission variability can be reproduced by a delayed response of the GeV variability.
This is a strong indication that synchrotron processes dominate the low energy emission compo-
nent. The radio response, indicating a fast rise after a delay of ≈43 days and a slow decay over
∼150 days can be interpreted as an emitting region moving outwards and becoming first transparent
to gamma rays and later to the radio emission from the radio core. The fast rise after a delay may
indicate either a discontinuity in the jet direction, in particles density or in magnetic field.
The excellent correlation at zero lag between the TeV and X-ray light curves of Mrk 421
indicates that these two emissions are driven by the same physical parameter and are consistent
with the leptonic emission scenario. This can be driven by variations of the electron maximal
energy, or by e.g. the magnetic field that would affect both electrons and protons. The variability
of Mrk 421 is therefore controlled by two independent parameters, the amplitude and the cut-off
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energy. On the other hand, the observed variability in the X-rays for protons, according to the
hadronic emission scenario, does not match the observations. The proton acceleration times for
lepto-hadronic models are also much longer than the time delay between TeV and X-ray light
curves yielding that proton-synchrotron emission cannot be responsible for the TeV band.
Acknowledgements. This research has made use of public data from theOVRO 40-m telescope [27],
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